The consistency of a response to a given post at semantic-level and emotional-level is essential for a dialogue system to deliver human-like interactions. However, this challenge is not well addressed in the literature, since most of the approaches neglect the emotional information conveyed by a post while generating responses. This article addresses this problem by proposing a unified end-to-end neural architecture, which is capable of simultaneously encoding the semantics and the emotions in a post for generating more intelligent responses with appropriately expressed emotions. Extensive experiments on real-world data demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in terms of both content coherence and emotion appropriateness.
INTRODUCTION
Dialogue systems in practice are typically built for various purposes like emotional interaction, customer service or information acquisition, which can be roughly categorized into three classes, i.e., chitchat chatbots, task-oriented chatbots and domain-specific chatbots. For example, a task-specific chatbot can serve as a customer consultant, while a chitchat chatbot is commonly designed for Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China © 2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6976-3/19/11. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3357384.3357937 convincingly simulating how a human would respond as a conversational partner. In fact, most recent work on response generation in chitchat domain can be summarized as follows, i.e., retrievalbased, matching-based, or statistical machine learning based approaches [13, 30, 42, 43] . Recently, with the increasing popularity of deep learning, many research efforts have been dedicated to employing an encode-decoder architecture i.e., Sequence-tosequence (Seq2seq) models [5, 36] , to map a post to the corresponding response with little hand-crafted features or domain-specific knowledge for the conversation generation problem [33, 41] . Subsequently, several variants of Seq2seq models are also proposed to address different issues [23, 29, 31, 44] .
Despite the great progress made in neural dialogue generation, a general fact is that few work has been reported to automatically incorporate emotional factors for dialogue systems. In fact, several empirical studies have proven that chatbots with the ability of emotional communication with humans are essential for enhancing user satisfaction [4, 21, 28] . To this end, it is highly valuable and desirable to develop an emotion-aware chatbot that is capable of perceiving/expressing emotions and emotionally interacting with the interlocutors. In literature, Zhou et al. [46] successfully build an emotional chat machine (ECM) that is capable of generating emotional responses according to a pre-defined emotion category, and several similar efforts are also made by [11, 25] , such as [48] proposed by Zhou et al. that utilizes emojis to control the emotional response generation process within conditional variational autoencoder (CAVE) framework.
Nevertheless, these mentioned approaches cannot work well owing to the following facts: (i) These approaches solely generate the emotional responses based on a pre-specified label (or emoji) as shown in Figure 1 , which is unrealistic in practice as the welldesigned dialogue systems need to wait for a manually selected emotion category for response generation; (ii) The generation process apparently divided into two parts would significantly reduce the smoothness and quality of generating responses; and (iii) As shown in Figure 1 , some emotionally-inappropriate responses (even conflicts) might apparently affect the interlocutor's satisfaction. Thereby, here we argue that fully exploiting the emotional information of the given post to supervise the learning process is definitely beneficial for automatically generating responses with the optimal Post ECM responses EACM response
我现在有点后悔，里面还好 多照片没导出来呢
Now I feel a little regretful because many photos haven 't been exported yet. emotion (rf. "EACM response" generated by our method shown in Figure 1 ). Previous methods greatly contribute to emotion-aware conversation generation problem, however, they are insufficient and several issues emerge when trying to fully-address this problem. First, it is not easy to model human emotion from a given sentence due to semantic sparsity. Psychological studies [26, 27] demonstrate that human emotion is quite complex and one sentence may contain multi-types of emotions with different intensities. For example, a hotel guest might write a comment like "The environment is not bad, however the location is too remote. " As such, solely using the post's emotion label is insufficient and we need to appropriately extract the emotional information of the input post for representation. Second, it is difficult for a model to decide the optimal response emotion for generation, and it is also not reasonable to directly map the post's emotion label to the response's emotion label, as the emotion selection process is determined not only by the post's emotion but also by its semantic meaning. Third, it is also problematic to design a unified model that can generate plausible emotional sentence without sacrificing grammatical fluency and semantic coherence [46] . Hence, the response generation problem faces a significant challenge: that is, how to effectively leverage the emotion and semantic of a given post to automatically learn the emotion interaction mode for emotion-aware response generation within a unified model.
期待吧
In this paper, we propose a novel emotion-aware chat machine (i.e., EACM for short), which is capable of perceiving other interlocutor's feeling (i.e., post's emotion) and generating plausible response with the optimal emotion category (i.e., response's emotion). Specifically, EACM is based on a unified Seq2seq architecture with a self-attention enhanced emotion selector and an emotionbiased response generator, to simultaneously modeling the post's emotional and semantic information for automatically generating appropriate response. Experiments on the public datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, in terms of two different types of evaluation metrics, i.e., automatic metric and human evaluation, which are used to measure the diversity of words in the generated sentences (automatic metric, indirectly reflecting the diversity of expressed emotions, e.g., distinct-n), and whether the generated responses' emotions are appropriate according to human annotations (human evaluation). The main contributions of this research are summarized as follows:
(1) It advances the current emotion conversation generation problem from a new perspective, namely emotion-aware response generation, by taking account of the emotion interactions between interlocutors. (2) It also proposes an innovative generation model (i.e., EACM) that is capable of extracting post's sentimental and semantic information for generating intelligible responses with appropriate emotions. (3) It conducts extensive experiments on a real-word dataset, which demonstrates the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods at both semantic-level and emotional-level.
RELATED WORKS
The current conversation generation approaches are mostly based on the basic Sequence-to-sequence (Seq2seq) framework, which has been proven [5, 36] that is able to effectively address the sequencemapping issues. Following the success of Seq2seq model, methods based on such framework have been applied to various domains, such as machine translation [2] and image caption generation [1] . Indeed, there exist some attempts on improving the performance of such encoder-decoder architecture for machine translation problem. Bahdanau et al. [2] utilize Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) network with attention mechanism for longsentence generation, which is able to automatically search for relevant parts in the context. Luong et al. [20] thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of different types of attention mechanisms, i.e., global/local attention with different alignment functions. Furthermore, self-attention mechanism proposed by [18, 38] is proved effective for machine translation, which can yield large gains in terms of BLEU [24] as compared to the state-of-the-art methods. To cope with the increasing complexity in the decoding stage (caused by large-scale vocabularies), Jean et al. [12] consider to use sampled softmax methods and thus achieve encouraging results. These works have improved the generation performance of the Seq2seq model and speeded up decoding process, which build a solid foundation for the future studies based on this architecture.
There also exist many efforts dedicated to research on how to apply Seq2seq model for conversation systems [33, 35, 41] , by regarding the conversation generation as a monolingual translation task, and later on several variants are proposed for a wide variety of domain-specific issues, such as hierarchical recurrent model [31, 32] , topic-aware model [44] . Besides, several persona-based [15] models and identity-coherent models [29] are proposed to endow the chatbots with personality for addressing the context-consistency problem. There have been numerous attempts to generate more diverse and informative responses, such as Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) based model [14] and enhanced beam-search based model [16, 39] . Several approaches are also proposed for specific tasks, such as Zhou et al. [47] take account of static graph attention to incorporate commonsense knowledge for chatbots. Zhang et al. [45] propose different solutions for two classical conversation scenarios, i.e., chit-chat and domain-specific conversation.
In recent years, many researches propose that emotion factors are of great significance in terms of successfully building humanlike conversation generation models. Ghosh et al. [8] propose affect language model to generate texture conditioned on the given affect categories with controllable affect strength. Hu et al. [10] present a combined model of the Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) and holistic attribute discriminators to generate sentences with certain types of sentiment and tense. However, these models are mainly built for emotional text generation task. Several proposals study the conversation generation problem with emotional factors, which are most related to our proposed conversation generation problem. Zhou et al. [46] develop an Emotional Chat Machine (ECM) model using three different mechanisms (i.e., emotion embedding, internal memory and external memory) to generate responses according to the designated emotion category. Similarly, Zhou et al. [48] propose a reinforcement learning approach within conditional variational auto-encoder framework to generate responses conditioned on the given emojis. In [11] , Huang et al. propose three different models that are capable of injecting different emotion factors for response generation. Peng et al. [25] utilize Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) models to extract topic information for emotional conversation generation. However, all of such models are based on a designated emotion category to generation emotional responses, which need human beings to decide an optimal response emotion category for generation. Besides, the emotion information of the given post is not explicitly modeled, and thus the generated responses are not good enough. As opposed, our proposed model is capable of effectively leverage the emotion and semantics of a given post to automatically learn the emotion interaction mode for emotion-aware response generation.
PROPOSED MODEL 3.1 Preliminary: Sequence-to-Sequence Attention Model
In the literature, sequence-to-sequence (Seq2seq) model is widely adopted for dialogue generation [2, 5, 36] . In order to promote the quality of the generated sentences, the Seq2seq-attention model [2] is proposed for dynamically attending on the key information of the input post during decoding. In this paper, our approach is mainly based on Seq2seq-attention models for response generation and therefore we will first illustrate this basic model in principle.
The Seq2seq-attention model is typically a deep RNN-based architecture with an encoder and a decoder. The encoder takes the given post sequence x = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x T } (T is the length of the post) as inputs, and maps them into hidden representations h = (h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h T ). The decoder then decodes them to generate a possibly variably-sized word sequence, i.e., y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y T ′ }, where T ′ is the length of the output sequence, and it may differ from T .
In more detail, the context representation c t of the post sequence x is computed by parameterizing the encoder hidden vector h with different attention scores [2] , that is,
where α (., .) is a coefficient estimated by each encoder token's relevance to the predicting y t . The decoder iteratively updates its state s t using previously the generated word y t −1 , namely,
where f is a non-linear transformation of RNN cells (e.g., LSTM [9] or GRU [5] ). Then, the probability of generating the t-th token y t conditioned on the input sequence x and the previous predicted word sequence y 1:t −1 is computed by
where д(.) is a function (e.g., softmax) to produce valid probability distribution for sampling the next word of the output sequence.
Problem Definition and Overview
In this paper, our task is to perceive the emotion involved in the input post and incorporate it into the generation process for automatically producing both semantically reasonable and emotionally appropriate response. Hence, our conversation generation problem is defined as, given an input post x = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x T } with its emotion e p , for a dialogue system, generate a corresponding response sequence y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y T ′ } with proper emotion e r .
To address the problem, we propose an emotion-aware chat machine (EACM), which primarily consists of two subcomponents, the emotion selector and the response generator. More concretely, the emotion selector is in charge of the emotion selecting process, yielding an emotion distribution over E c for the to-be-generated response based on the input post and its emotion:
where E c is the vector space of the emotions. Subsequently, the generator generates a corresponding response to the given input based on the obtained emotion e * r and the input post x, namely, y * t ← arg max Pr(y t |y 1:t −1 , x, e * r ).
Remark. Actually, previous approaches usually assume that the emotion of the generated response is derived from a unique emotion category 1 (denoted by the one-hot vectors in E c ). However, human emotions are intuitively more delicate, and thus we argue that the emotion of each response may not be limited in a single emotion category. To this end, we assume that the emotion probability distribution is over the entire vector space E c .
Self-attention Enhanced Emotion Selector
3.3.1 Self-attention Based Encoding Network. Our information encoding network consists of two parts: an emotion encoder and a semantics encoder. We leverage these two encoders by explicitly extracting emotional information and semantic information, and then feed them into a fusion prediction network. Specifically, the emotion encoder is implemented using a GRU network to extract information from post sequence x = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x T ), and map them into hidden representations h e = (h 1 e , h 2 e , · · · , h T e ) using the following formula:
where h t e denotes the hidden state of post's emotion information at time step t. To enhance the representation power of the hidden states, we utilize self-attention mechanism [18] to enable the encoders to attend to emotion-rich words in the post, and then obtain the emotional hidden state h e by calculating:
where a i is the weight of hidden state h i e , which is calculated by feeding h i e into a multi-layer perceptron with a softmax layer to ensure that all the weights sum up to 1:
The network focuses on emotional information by imposing a cross entropy loss on the top of the emotion hidden state h e , that is, passing the emotion hidden state through a linear layer and a sigmoid layer to project it into an emotion distribution over E c , and then calculating the cross entropy loss as follows,
where e p is a multi-hot representation of post's emotion vector since it may contain various emotions and L p is the loss function. However, simply mappingê p to the response emotion category e r is insufficient to model the emotion interaction process between partners, as we cannot choose emotion category only based on post's emotion category under some circumstances. In fact, some posts expressing negative feelings like sad are inappropriate to be replied with the same emotion, such as "It's a pity you can't come with us" or "I'm so sad that you broke my heart". Therefore, we not only consider the post's emotion information, but also take into account its semantic meaning by combing another GRU network (i.e., semantics encoder) to encode post's semantic information for generation. Similarly, we get a weighted summation of the hidden states represented as h s .
Emotional and Semantic Word Embeddings.
In order to force the emotion selector to focus on different aspects of auxiliary information of the given post, we apply the emotion embedding for the emotional encoder and the semantic embedding for the semantic encoder, respectively. In particular, we make use of sentiment specific word embedding (SSWE) [37] and word2vec embedding [22] in our model. More concretely, SSWE encodes sentiment information in the continuous representation of words, mapping words with the same sentiment to the neighbor word vectors, which is used in the emotion encoder to promote the ability of perceiving emotional information in post's utterance. Simultaneously, word2vec is used to extract semantic information from the post, and the two embeddings work interactively to guarantee the efficacy of the encoding network.
Fusion and Prediction Network.
To construct the response emotion category e r , we consider to use a fusion network to balance the contributions derived from different types of information, and employ a prediction network to select the response emotion categories based on such mixed information. Then we concatenate the obtained h s and h e and feed it into a sigmoid layer to yield a trade-off weight:
The final representation is a weighted sum of the semantic hidden state and the emotional hidden state:
where ⊗ indicates element-wise multiplication. The final representation is fed into a prediction network to produce an emotion vector for generation, which is passed through MLP and then mapped into a probability distribution over the emotion categories:
where e r is the multi-hot representation of the response emotion vector.ê r is the final response emotion vector generated through the proposed emotion selector, which is then passed to the generator for emotional response generation. Intuitively, the emotion selector can adaptively determine the appropriate emotion in the emotion selection process for emotional response generation, by taking into account both the post's semantic information and emotional information.
Emotion-Biased Response Generator
To construct the generator, we consider to use an emotion-enhanced seq2seq model that is capable of balancing the emotional part with the semantic part and generate intelligible responses. Thereby, we first generate the response emotion embedding V e by multiplyingê r with a randomly initialized matrix:
where W e is the emotion embedding matrix, which is the latent emotional factors, i.e., the high-level abstraction of emotion expressions by following Plutchik's assumptions [26] . As mentioned, a one-hot emotion embedding is inappropriate and thus here we do not use a softmax onê r to only pick an optimal emotion category for generation. As such, we call it as soft-emotion injection procedure, which is used to model the diversity of emotions. By following the work [40] , we use a new encoder to encode x for obtaining a sequence of hidden states h = (h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h T ) through a RNN network, and then generate the context vector c t for decoding the current hidden state s t , via applying attention mechanism to re-assign an attended weight to each encoder hidden 
At each time step t, the context vector encoded with attention mechanism enable our model to proactively search for salient information which is important for decoding over a long sentence. However, it neglects the emotion (V e ) derived from the response during generation, and thus we propose an emotion-biased attention mechanism to rewritten Eq. (18),
The context vector c t is concatenated with s t and forms a new hidden state s ′ t :
from which we make the prediction for each word; s t is obtained by changing Eq. (2) into:
which fulfills the task of injecting emotion information while generating responses. To be consistent with previous conversation generation approaches, here we consider to use cross entropy to be the loss function, which is defined by
where θ denotes the parameters.
Loss Function
The loss function of our model is a weighted summation of the semantic loss and sentiment loss:
where α is a balance factor, and L e denotes the emotional loss, namely, 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dataset
We conduct our experiments on a public dataset, i.e., Emotional Short-Text Conversation (ESTC) derived from STC [33] , to evaluate our experimental results. In particular, we follow the work [46] to train an emotion classifier for assigning emotional labels to the sentences in the dataset.
ESTC, which contains over four million real-world conversations obtained from Chinese micro-blogging, i.e., Weibo. The raw dataset contains 4, 433, 949 post-comment pairs, from which 1, 000 pairs are extracted for validation and another 1, 000 pairs are used for testing. Details of this dataset is illustrated in Table 1 .
Preprocessing. As the raw dataset (STC) does not have emotion labels, so we train an emotion classifier based on BERT [6] model over two different datasets, i.e., NLPCC 2013 2 and NLPCC 2014 3 emotion classification datasets by following [46] , which contain 29, 417 manually annotated data in total, and the best performance(accuracy) of 0.7257 is achieved at the 19, 635 step. Specifically, each sentence is marked with two labels, namely, a primary label and a secondary one. We preprocess the labels over the mentioned emotion categories, i.e., (like, disgust, sad, angry, happy, other), note that here "other" indicates no any emotion information, and rare emotion categories like fear are removed. In particular, unlike [46] using solely one label for classification, we consider both of the emotion labels and thus regard it as a multi-label classification task. Under such circumstance, there are three cases appearing in the label sets, i.e., no emotion labeled with (other, other), one emotion labeled with (emo1, other), as well as two emotions labeled with (emo1, emo2), respectively. To evaluate the emotion perception ability of different approaches over the emotion categories, we build an emotion-rich dialogue set for a fair empirical comparison. Specifically, we randomly chose 1, 000 pairs whose primary emotion label is among the (like, disgust, sad, angry or happy) categories, with 200 pairs for each emotion, respectively. In addition, we also present an in-depth analysis the emotion interaction pattern (EIP) over conversations, in which each EIP is defined as a (e p ,e r ) pair for each conversation to reflect 2 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/ 3 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2014/ the transition pattern from the post's emotion to the response's emotion. Figure 4 shows a heatmap to depict the number of EIPs appearing in the dataset, and each row (or column) indicates the post's emotion e p (or the response's emotion e r ). From the figure we can observe that: (1) The darker each grid is, the more pairs (e p ,e r ) appearing in such grid; (2) The heat map is sparse since the EIPs of some post-response emotion pairs are overly rare to appear in our dataset.
Moreover, we also leverage "Weibo Sentiment Dataset" provided by Shujutang 4 to train the sentiment-specific word embeddings (SSWE), which consists of two million Weibo sentences with sentiment labels, and we remove some extra domain-specific punctuations like "@user" and "URLs".
Evaluation Metric
As reported in [19] , BLEU might be improper to evaluate the conversation generation problem, as it correlates weakly with human judgements of the response quality, similar situations for ME-TEOR [3] and ROUGE [17] . Besides, there still exists a challenge of automatically evaluating the generation model from emotion perspective. As a result, in this paper we adopt distinct-1 and distinct-2 by follow the work [14] to be as the metrics for evaluating the diversity of the generated responses, which measures the degree of diversity by computing the number of distinct uni-grams and bi-grams in the generated responses, and can indirectly reflect the degree of emotion diversity, as the generated sentence containing diverse emotions is more likely to have more abundant words in principle. In addition, we also carry out a manual evaluation for evaluate the performance of the generated responses at emotionallevel and semantic-level separately with human intuition, and then the response quality is calculated by combining such two results at different levels for integrally assessing different models.
Automatic Evaluation. As mentioned, we consider to use distinct-1 and distinct-2 [14] to be as our automatic evaluation metric. Distinct-n is defined as the number of distinct n-grams in generated responses. The value is scaled by total number of generated tokens.
Human Evaluation. We randomly sampled 200 posts from the test set, and then aggregate the corresponding responses returned by each evaluated method, then three graduate students (whose research areas are not in text processing area) are invited for labeling. Each generated response is labeled from two different aspects, i.e., emotion and semantics. Specifically, from emotion perspective, each generated response is labeled with (score 0) if its emotion is apparently inappropriate (namely evident emotion collision,e.g., angry-happy) to the given post, and (score 1) otherwise. From semantic perspective, we evaluate the generated results using the scoring metrics as follows. Note that if conflicts happen, the third annotator determines the final result.
• 1: If the generated sentence can be obversely considered as a appropriate response to the input post; • 0: If the generated sentence is hard-to-perceive or has little relevance to the given post. To conduct an integral assessment of the models at both emotional-level and semantic-level, we measure the response quality by using the formula as follows,
where Q r esponse reflects the response quality and S sent iment , S semant ics denote the sentiment score and semantic score, respectively, which is used to means the response quality of each case is equal to 1 if and only if both of its sentiment score and semantic score are scored as 1.
Baselines
We compare our model with the following baselines.
Seq2seq [36] , the traditional Seq2seq model is adopted as one of our baselines.
ECM [46] , as mentioned, ECM model is improper to directly be as the baseline since it cannot automatically select an appropriate emotion label to the respond. Thereby, we manually designate a most frequent response emotion to ECM for fairness comparison. Specifically, we train a post emotion classifier to automatically detect post's emotion, and then choose the corresponding response emotion category using the most frequent response's emotion to the detected post's emotion over EIPs.
Seq2seq-emb [11, 46] , Seq2seq with emotion embedding (Seq2seqemb) is also adopted in the same manner. This model encode the emotion category into an embedding vector, and then utilize it as an extra emotion input when decoding. Intuitively, the generated responses from ECM and Seq2seq-emb can be viewed as the indication of the performance of simply incorporating the EIPs for modeling the emotional interactions among the conversation pairs.
Implementation Details
For all approaches, each encoder and decoder with 2-layers GRU cells containing 256 hidden units, and all of the parameters are not shared between such two different layers. The vocabulary size is set as 40, 000, and the OOV (out-of-vocabulary) words are replaced with a special token UNK. The size of word embeddings is 200, which are randomly initialized. The emotion embedding is a 6 × 200-dimensional matrix (if used). The parameters of imemory and ememory in ECM are the same as the settings in [46] . We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with mini-batch for optimization when training, and the batch size and the learning rate are set as 128 and 0.5, respectively. The greedy search algorithm is adopted for each approach to generate responses. Additionally, for speeding up the training process, we leverage the well-trained Seq2seq model to initialize other methods.
The parameters for our proposed method are empirically set as follows: SSWE is trained by following the parameter settings in [37] . The length of hidden layer is set at 20, and we use AdaGrad [7] to update the trainable parameters and the learning rate is set as 0.1. The size of emotion embedding and word embedding are both set at 200. In particular, the Word2vec embedding is used based on Tencent AI Lab Embedding 5 , which is pre-trained over 8 million high-quality Chinese words and phrases by using directional skip-gram method 5 https://ai.tencent.com/ailab/nlp/embedding.html [34] . We use jieba 6 for word segmentation during the evaluation process.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of generating emotional responses by our approach as comparison to the baseline methods.
Automatic Evaluation. From Table 2 , we can observe that: (i) ECM performs worse than Seq2seq, the reason might be the emotion selection process is based on two-stage process, i.e., post emotion detection process and response emotion selection process, which would significantly reduce the diversity and quality of emotion response generation due to the errors of emotion classification and the transition pattern modeling procedure. In particular, the emotion category (other, other) is more likely to be chosen than other emotion categories. We will present an in-depth analysis in Section 4.6. and (ii) Our proposed EACM consistently outperforms all of the baselines in terms of distinct-1 and distinct-2. The results demonstrate that our emotion selection process is really effective in enhancing the ability of generating more diverse words.
Models
Distinct- Human Evaluation. From Table 3 , we can observe that: Seq2seqemb provides the worst performance as expected, this is because the generation process apparently interrupted would significantly reduce the accuracy and quality of generating responses and thus generate some hard-to-perceive sentences; ECM achieves a relatively better result, as it is good at modeling the emotion dynamics when decoding (i.e., internal memory) and assigning different generation probabilities to emotion/generic words for explicitly modeling emotion expressions (i.e., external memory); Seq2seq-emb results in a remarkable improvement over Seq2seq-emb in terms of semantic score, but it performs poorly when comparing sentiment score, which demonstrates the effectiveness of emotion injection, however the explicit two-stage procedure might reduce the smoothness of generated responses with low semantic score. Our proposed model EACM consistently outperforms all baseline methods, and the improvements are statistically significant on all metrics. For example, EACM outperforms ECM by 16.9%, 1.72% and 25.81% in terms of semantic score, sentiment score and response quality, respectively. The reason might due to the fact that EACM is capable of simultaneously encoding the semantics and the emotions in a post for generating appropriately expressed emotional response within a unified end-to-end neural architecture, which are benefit for alleviating the hard emotion injection problem (as compared to soft emotion injection). Table 4 : The percentage of the sentiment-semantic score given by human evaluation.
The percentage of the sentiment-semantics scores under the human evaluation is shown in Table 4 . For ECM, the percentage of (0-0) degrades while the percentage of (1-0) increases as opposed to Seq2seq, which suggests that the effectivenss of EIP, i.e., the most frequent response emotions have low probability to result in emotional conflicts, In addition, the percentage of (1-1) degrades while the percentage of (1-0) increases, which reflects that directly using emotion classifier to model emotion interaction process is insufficient. In comparison, EACM reduces the percentage of generating responses with wrong emotion and correct semantics (i.e., 0-1) while increase the percentage of (1-1) correspondingly, which demonstrate that EACM is capable of successfully model the emotion interaction pattern among human conversations and meanwhile guarantee semantic correctness.
Case Study
In this section, we present an in-depth analysis of emotion-aware response generation results of our proposed approach. We select 3 samples (with the input posts and their corresponding responses) generated by different methods are shown in Figure 5 , as can be seen:
The results of EACM and ECM with (like, other) are similar and correct. However, responses given by ECM with other emotions are improper in semantics. Similar scenario for Seq2seq-emb with (Happy, other). However, the most frequent emotion to (Sad, other) is never be (Happy, other) over EIPs, and thus EIPs would fail to achieve the task. Case 2. EACM can generate the relevant emotional response i.e., (Other, other) for the post with (Other, other). However, all of ECM with different emotions seems improper for response (especially for ECM with (Happy,other)), which reflects directly using a designated emotion for generation might be a unreasonable way for modeling the emotion interaction pattern. In addition, Seq2seq cannot detect the emotion and thus generate a irrelevant response. As most of conversations belong to (other, other), and thus the diversity of such emotion category is quite complicated and hard for training. Case 3. The emotion in the case is (Angry, other), however the responses provided by ECM with (Angry, other) is obviously incorrect in semantics, which demonstrate that simply using post's emotion is inappropriate for response generation. As compared, EACM generates the correct emotional response with a emotionspecific word (i.e., "Holy crap"), which demonstrates EACM is good at controlling sentence emotion for generation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an emotion-aware chat machine (EACM) to address the emotional response generation problem, which is composed of an emotion selector and a response generator. Specifically, a unified fusion-prediction network with self-attention mechanism is also developed to supervise the emotion selection process for generating a emotion-biased response. Extensive experiments conduct on a public dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method as compared to baselines at both semantic-level and emotional-level, in terms of automatic evaluation and human evaluation metrics.
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